We examined lifespan changes in five domains of cognitive performance as predictive of mortality risk. Data came from the Manchester Longitudinal Study of Cognition, a 20-plus year investigation of 6203 individuals aged 42-97 years. Cognitive domains included crystallized intelligence, fluid intelligence, verbal memory, visual memory, and processing speed. Lifespan decrements were evident across these domains, controlling for baseline performance at age 70 and adjusting for retest effects. Survival analyses stratified by sex and conducted independently by cognitive domain showed that lower baseline performance levels in all domains-and larger lifespan decrements in fluid intelligence and processing speed-were predictive of increased mortality risk for both females and males. Critically, analyses of the combined predictive power of cognitive performance variables showed that baseline levels of processing speed (in females) and fluid intelligence (in males), and decrements in processing speed (in females and in males) and fluid intelligence (in females), accounted for most of the explained variation in mortality risk. In light of recent evidence from brain imaging studies, we speculate that cognitive abilities closely linked to cerebral white matter integrity (such as processing speed and fluid intelligence) may represent particularly sensitive markers of mortality risk. Additionally, we presume that greater complexity in cognition-survival associations observed in females (in analyses incorporating all cognitive predictors) may be a consequence of longer and more variable cognitive declines in females relative to males. KEYWORDS: cognition, survival, aging, processing speed, fluid intelligence 
Introduction
Evidence culled from fifty years of empirical research shows cognitive performance to be a significant and potentially sensitive marker of mortality risk (e.g., Anstey, Mack, & von Sanden, 2006; Kleemeier, 1962) . Relations between cognitive functioning and longevity have been shown to span multiple decades of the lifespan and to persist even after adjusting for socio-economic advantage, sensorimotor capabilities, self-reported health status, and a host of medical conditions (Anstey, Luszcz, Giles, & Andrews, 2001 ; Bosworth, Schaie, & Willis, 1999; Fried et al., 1998; Small & Bäckman, 1997; Whalley & Deary, 2001 ). In two large sample studies, the predictive strength of cognitive performance in relation to mortality risk was found to approach that of smoking, eclipsing the influence of variables such as body
Cumulative Predictive Power of Cognitive Abilities in Relation to Mortality Risk
To date, few studies have examined the combined influence of lifespan performance in multiple cognitive domains as predictive of mortality. Ghisletta et al. (2006) found that performance variables related to perceptual speed, episodic memory, fluency, and verbal knowledge were independently (by domain) predictive of survival; however, these associations were reduced to non-significance when variables from all domains were combined as joint predictors of mortality risk. Shipley, Der, Taylor, and Deary (2007) reported that 7-year declines in reaction time variability, verbal declarative memory, and visuospatial reasoning-controlling for baseline performance-were jointly predictive of survival. Deary and Der (2005) found that reaction time (RT) and general fluid intelligence, assessed at age 56 years, were independently predictive of mortality risk up to age 70 years but that RT performance dominated fluid intelligence in joint predictions of survival. The inconsistencies in these outcomes leave open questions concerning the dimensionality of association between different cognitive abilities and mortality risk.
The Manchester Longitudinal Study of Cognition (MLSC)
The Manchester Longitudinal Study of Cognition (MLSC) is a 20-plus year multiassessment, multi-domain investigation of cognitive changes in over 6200 individuals aged 42-97 years at testing. Cognition-survival relations have been the focus of several previous MLSC analyses. Rabbitt et al. (2002) found that vocabulary and verbal memory performance at first assessment, but not general fluid abilities, was predictive of mortality risk during the following 11-year period. The study sample included 3572 individuals, 443 of whom died within this period. In subsequent analyses, patterns of death and dropout during this same 11-year period were linked to initial performance on a single measure of fluid intelligence (Rabbitt, Lunn, & Wong, 2005) and to mean performance (across four longitudinal assessments) on measures fluid intelligence, vocabulary, and verbal learning . Additionally, baseline fluid intelligence and decrements in fluid intelligence (of 10% and 20%) during follow-up testing sessions were found to predict mortality risk (Rabbitt, Lunn, Wong, & Cobain, 2008) .
The present work represents the most comprehensive evaluation of cognitionsurvival associations so far conducted in the MLSC. It is also the first MLSC investigation to incorporate latent growth analyses of lifespan changes in cognitive abilities for the purpose of predicting mortality risk. These analyses encompassed data from 6203 participants and spanned 15 measures of performance from five cognitive domains (assessed up to four times within a period of 12 years), demographic variables (age at start of study, sex, socioeconomic advantage, city, and cohort), and survival status variables (recent as of 2008). We used longitudinal factor analytic methods to obtain estimates of baseline levels, linear changes, and quadratic changes in five domains of cognitive ability as a function of chronological age, correcting for multiple exposures (i.e., retest effects). These domains included crystallized intelligence, fluid intelligence, verbal memory, visual memory, and processing speed -each represented by three of the 15 cognitive measures. We then used Cox proportional hazards (PH) analyses to predict mortality risk based on lifespan performance in each cognitive domain, independently of the other domains, and controlling for demographic influences as required. Finally, we used a step-wise procedure to examine the cumulative predictive power of cognitive performance across the five domains in relation to mortality risk.
Based on reports from previous MLSC studies (e.g., Rabbitt et al., 2008a Rabbitt et al., , 2008b , we expected that analyses conducted independently by cognitive domain would reveal a general pattern of association between baseline performance and mortality risk across cognitive domains, and we also expected that lifespan decrements in fluid intelligence would predict mortality risk after adjusting for baseline ability. In light of outcomes previously reported by Ghisletta et al. (2006) and by Shipley et al. (2007) , we further hypothesized that decrements in processing speed would be closely linked with mortality risk both in domain-specific analyses and, importantly, in joint predictions incorporating multiple cognitive domains.
Methods

Participants
The analyses included data from 6203 participants, recruited by advertisements placed in magazines or broadcast on television and radio (Rabbitt et al., 2004) . Of these individuals, 2819 (45.4%) were from Greater Manchester (U.K.), 3384 were from Newcastleupon-Tyne (U.K.), and 4379 (70.6%) were women. None had severe visual or auditory handicaps and those with mild, correctable sensory handicaps were assessed with their spectacles or hearing aids. Participants entered the study in 12 annual cohorts (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) .
Average age at entry was 64.7 years (SD = 7.4).
Socio-economic advantage (SEA) was graded according to the Registrar General's Scale of Occupational Categories (Office-of-Population-Censuses-and-Surveys, 1980): professional (4.7%), intermediate (31.6%), non-manual skilled (26.8%), manual skilled (21.6%), partly skilled (7.4%), and unskilled (0.8%). Socio-economic information was missing or uncoded (M/U) for 7.1% of participants. In general, participants had higher income and education levels than U.K. averages; nevertheless, the study included substantial numbers of people with lower incomes and less education than the general U.K. population (see Rabbitt, Donlan, Bent, McInnes, & Abson, 1993) .
Mortality information was obtained from Her Majesty's Registry Office U.K. for dates and proximate causes for all deaths (2,343) between 1983, when the study began, and July, 2004. This information was updated in 2008. Among deceased, average age at death was 82.5 years (SD = 8.5).
Cognitive Assessment
Testing procedure. Two test batteries, TA and TB, were administered to each participant at alternating two-year intervals and at most four times (i.e., the four-year waves for each battery spanned a period of up to 12 years). The batteries were constructed to minimize retest effects (Rabbitt et al., 2004) and included measures of general intelligence (crystallized and fluid), verbal memory, visuospatial memory, and processing speed.
Approximately half of participants started with TA. For both batteries, testing at each time point spanned two 90-minute sessions spaced one to four weeks apart. Participants were tested in groups of 5-20 individuals by two trained experimenters in well-lit, comfortable, and quiet rooms.
Cognitive tasks. The current analyses used data from a subset of MLSC tasks listed as by cognitive domain in Table 1 (as indicators). Detailed task descriptions and testing procedures may be found in Rabbitt (1993) and Rabbitt et al. (2004) . Measures of general crystallized intelligence (Gc) included the Raven (1965) Mill Hill Vocabulary A and B (synonyms and word definitions) tests and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R) vocabulary scale (Wechsler, 1986) . Measures of general fluid intelligence (Gf) were the Heim (1970) AH4-1 and AH4-2 tasks (logic, arithmetic, number series, verbal and visuospatial object comparisons) and the Cattell and Cattell (1960) Culture Fair Intelligence Test. Measures of verbal memory (Mver) were free verbal recall, cumulative verbal recall, and delayed verbal recall (variations of a task in which participants were asked to recall a series of six-letter nouns -e.g., either immediately or following a 20-minute period).
Measures of visuospatial memory (Mvis) consisted of (a) picture recognition task (four presentations of 10 targets and 10 distractors at 10-min intervals), (b) memory objects task, requiring recall of names and positions of easily recognized objects, and (c) a test of memory for shapes and spatial locations. Measures of processing speed (PS) included (a) visual search task, (b) the Savage (1984) alphabet coding task, requiring participants to rapidly encode random sequences of letters, and (c) a semantic reasoning task (Baddeley, Emslie, & NimmoSmith, 1992) , requiring rapid evaluation (true/false) of 150 simple propositions.
Preparatory Analyses
Generation of domain-specific factor scores. We used longitudinal structural factor analyses (LSFA) to estimate participants' factor scores in each of the five cognitive domains (Gc, Gf, Mver, Mvis, PS) across measurement occasions. Data corresponding to the cognitive tasks used in these analyses were previously rescaled to be centered at the first testing time point with mean = 50 and SD = 10 (T metric). Because four of the five domains incorporated tasks from both test batteries (TA and TB), within-time relations between items were aligned based on measurement occasion (i.e., task exposure) rather than by participant age (~two-year span between TA and TB sessions). In total, we examined five structural models (one per cognitive domain), each encompassing four quadrennial testing waves (T1-T4) spanning ~12 years of a given participant's life. As described in the online supplemental materials, factor models were evaluated under multiple conditions of factorial invariance (across measurement occasions) to ensure that subsequently estimated changes in factor scores were statistically valid (Widaman & Reise, 1997) . Analyses were carried out using the Mplus statistical software (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2012 with full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML).
Estimation of longitudinal changes in cognitive abilities. We examined longitudinal changes in participants' factor scores using multilevel models (MLM [Laird & Ware, 1982] ), an approach equivalent to latent growth curve analysis as described in the structural equation modeling literature (McArdle & Epstein, 1987) . We modeled change in cognitive performance as a function of participant age, with intercepts centered at age 70. We calculated age-at-assessment as a weighted average based on the test items corresponding to each factor score: E.g., if a factor score was derived from 2 items assessed at age 80 and a third item assessed at age 82, age-at-assessment would be calculated as (80 + 80 + 82) / 3 = 80.67. The number of participants observed at each occasion, and corresponding age ranges, are shown in Table 1 .
The MLM incorporated three change parameters: Intercept (i.e., baseline performance), linear slope (1-unit increment per decade), and quadratic slope (the square of the linear slope, giving a U-shaped curve). We estimated group averages (fixed effects) for each change parameter; however, estimates of individual variations (random effects) were limited to intercepts and linear slopes due to non-convergence of models with quadratic change as a random effect. Previously published MLSC analyses confirmed the presence of retest effects (Ghisletta et al., 2012; Rabbitt et al., 2004 Rabbitt et al., , 2011 . We therefore estimated cognitive change both with and without adjusting for retest effects. Retest effects were modeled by including an additional predictor variable P, a linear fixed effect of repeated exposure across measurement occasions (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3). If the estimate for P as a linear influence was negative or non-significant (indicating no overall learning), we instead modeled P as an occasion-specific effect (see Ghisletta et al., 2012) .
Equation (1) 
Survival Analyses
We examined cognitive performance as predictive of mortality risk, controlling for various demographic predictors, in three series of survival analyses based on stratified Cox proportional hazards (PH) models (Cox, 1972) . Data from stratified variables were subdivided by level (e.g., cohort year) such that each stratum was permitted to have its own baseline hazard function yet still contribute predictive information concerning survival.
However, this approach did not allow for estimation of effects specific to the stratified variables. Stratification is valuable when a variable (a) is required for the purpose of statistical control, (b) fails to meet the criterion of proportional hazards, and (c) is not of direct interest to the research agenda (Fox, 2002) . These three conditions were all met here.
Analyses were carried out using R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2014) using the survival package (Therneau, 2014) .
Demographic predictors of survival.
We fit a baseline model to the full data set to determine which demographic predictors were relevant to survival. We assessed the explanatory relevance of predictors via likelihood ratio testing (change in Dx 2 per df). When exclusion of a predictor significantly (p ≤ .01) worsened model fit, that variable was incorporated in the final baseline model. Demographic predictors in the first stage of analyses included age at study induction, cohort, sex, city, and SEA. In a second stage of analyses, we examined two-way interactions of sex with cohort, city, and SEA, respectively.
After dropping non-significant predictors, we re-examined the baseline model to determine whether the remaining predictors met the criterion of proportional hazards (Grambsch & Therneau, 1994) . Guided by those results, we derived the final baseline survival model.
Domain-specific changes in cognitive performance as predictive of survival. We next examined performance within each of the five cognitive domains (i.e., individual trait scores corresponding to intercepts and linear slopes) as predictive of mortality hazard. For each analysis, we began with a model that included both intercept and linear slope as predictor variables. We first removed the linear slope variable and assessed change in model fit via likelihood ratio testing as before. If linear slope was determined to be significantly (p ≤ .01) predictive of mortality, we kept it in the model and then tested whether intercept also contributed significant explanatory information. If linear slope was deemed unimportant, we removed it from the model before evaluating the intercept.
Cumulative influence of cognitive performance variables on mortality risk. In a third series of survival analyses, we examined the cumulative predictive power of cognitive performance variables shown in the prior survival analyses to be significantly linked to mortality risk. We again utilized log-likelihood ratio testing to determine which cognitive parameters explained significant variation in mortality hazards. Starting with a full model, we sequentially removed intercepts by domain and then linear slopes by domain, in the order of most-to-least influential according to outcomes from domain-specific survival analyses above. Observations were restricted to individuals with scores in each of the five cognitive domains (n females = 2728; n males = 1136, N = 3864).
Results
Preparatory Analyses
Generation of domain-specific factor scores. As describe in the online supplemental materials, all of the factor models adequately fit the corresponding data under constraints of strict factorial invariance: This ensured validity in estimation of changes in factor scores across measurement occasions (Widaman & Reise, 1997) . Observations, participant age ranges, and factor means by measurement occasion are shown Table 1 . With the exception of Gc, factor means declined across the four measurement occasions. Fully standardized itemfactor loadings are also shown in Table 1 . These were strong in nearly all cases, with primary loadings ranging from .69 to .90.
Estimation of longitudinal changes in cognitive abilities. Summary statistics generated from these analyses are presented in Table 2 . As noted above, latent scores corresponding to each cognitive domain were re-scaled from T-metric (mean = 50, SD = 10) during factor analysis. Thus, estimates of fixed effects in the current analysis reflect the combined influence of (a) re-centering mean performance to equal zero at T1 and (b) estimation of performance intercepts as a function of age, centered at 70 years. Fixed effects for linear and quadratic slopes were negative across all domains, showing that performance up to the age of 70 was an additive function of linear decline and quadratic increase (an effect of overall decrease in performance), whereas performance following the age of 70 was marked by linear decline accompanied by accelerated (quadratic) decrease. Longitudinal decrements were largest for Mver and PS and smallest for Gc.
Retest effects were present for all domains but Mvis. In general, the inclusion of retest effects in the statistical models had the effect of decreasing estimates for fixed intercepts and slopes; however, these effects appeared to have little influence of random effects (Table 2) .
Therefore, for consistency with prior MLSC analyses, we retained estimates of participants' cognitive scores adjusted for retest effects. Retest effects were linearly increasing for Gc and
Gf. Estimates of linear retest effects were negative for Mver, and linear retest effects were non-significant for PS. Thus, for these domains, we also examined occasion-specific retest effects and found significant effects at assessment 3 for Mver and PS (reported in Table 2 ).
Individual variation (random effects) related to baseline performance was greatest for Gc and Gf, and individual variation in linear change in performance was greatest for Mver and PS.
Additionally, baseline performance and longitudinal decrements in performance were strongly positively correlated for Gc (.65) and for Mvis (.79). Gf and PS show the average performance of (a) the entire participant group, (b) individuals with intercepts and slopes in the bottom 16% (z < 1 for both parameters), and (c) individuals with intercepts and slopes in the top 16% (z > 1 for both parameters).
Survival Analyses
Demographic predictors of survival. Results for these analyses are shown in Table 3 .
Age-at-entry and recruitment cohort were significantly predictive of mortality risk, but these variables did not meet the proportional hazards criterion, nor were they of direct interest to the research goals. Therefore, we incorporated age-at-entry and recruitment cohort as stratification criteria rather than as predictor variables in the baseline model (Fox, 2002) .
Recruitment cohort was stratified by year (from 1985 to 1993), and age-at-entry was stratified by two-year "offsets" from age 70 (-16, -14, -12, -10, -8, -6, -4, -2, 0, +2, +4, and +6 years). We also incorporated the interaction between these two variables as a criterion for stratification.
City (Dx 2 = 0.1, df =1, p = .79) and SEA (Dx 2 = 13.1, df =6, p = .04) did not meet our threshold criterion for significance (of p = .01). Sex was clearly predictive of survival (Dx 2 = 102.4, df =1, p < .01), with females showing a 32% reduction in mortality hazard relative to males: (Bf = -.38, SEf = .04, HRf/m = .68). However, follow-up testing of the proportional hazards assumption showed that the survival function was non-proportional across males and females. Because sex was of theoretical interest in predicting survival, we addressed the problem of non-proportionality by examining data from females and males separately in subsequent analyses (rather than by pooling data and incorporating sex as a stratification criterion; cf. Fox, 2002) . After splitting the data by sex, we again examined city and SEA in relation to survival status, and we found neither variable to be of predictive significance in females (pcity = .83, pSEA = .23) or in males (pcity = .47, pSEA = .13). We found no evidence for twoway interactions of sex with cohort, with city, or with SEA.
Domain-specific changes in cognitive performance as predictive of survival.
Results for this series of analyses are summarized in Table 4 . Across cognitive domains, and across females and males, performance at age 70 (i.e., intercept) was linked to mortality risk (as indicated by significant Dx 2 values subsequent to the removal of each intercept). Estimates of effects (β) show that these relations were negative: Lower baseline performance was linked to heightened mortality risk. Changes in hazards ratios ranged from 10% to 18% per SD difference in intercepts (e.g., for females, 1SD difference in Gf intercept corresponded to ∆HR = 1 -.849 = .151, or a 15.1% difference in mortality hazard). Mortality risk was also negatively linked to linear slopes for Gf and PS (p < .01 for both sexes). A decrease of 1SD in
Gf linear slope corresponded to increased mortality hazard equal to 10% for both females and males, and a decrease of 1SD in PS linear slope corresponded to an increase in mortality hazard of 15% for females and 16% for males. Figure 2 shows the survival curves for males and females corresponding to individuals with relatively higher and lower performance in each cognitive domain. Survival trajectories related to Gc, Mver, and Mvis reflect differences in average performance of (a) individuals with age-70 performance intercepts in the bottom 16% (z < 1) and (b) individuals with age-70 intercepts in the top 16% (z > 1). Survival trajectories for Gf and PS reflect average performance of (a) individuals with intercepts and slopes in the bottom 16% (z < 1 for both parameters) and (b) individuals with intercepts and slopes in the top 16% (z > 1 for both parameters). Across cognitive domains, and for both males and females, left-most curves correspond both to lower cognitive performance and higher mortality risk. In other words, individuals with better cognitive performance were likely to live longer than those with worse performance. Differences in survival between lowand high-performers were most apparent for PS (as shown by the spread within each pair of survival curves).
Cumulative influence of cognitive performance variables on mortality risk. Results for these analyses are shown in 
Discussion
In a 20-plus year study (the Manchester Longitudinal Study of Cognition, or MLSC),
we examined lifespan changes in cognitive performance as predictive of mortality risk in 6203 individuals aged 42-97 years at testing. Previous MLSC analyses of cognition-survival relations incorporated data obtained at a single measurement occasion and/or from a small subset of the cognitive measures included in the study, and these analyses generally focused on differences in cognitive performance as a function of time-to-death (within an 11-year window). The present work is the first MLSC investigation to incorporate latent growth models of lifespan changes in a broad range of cognitive abilities (5 domains subsuming 15 measures), across the full range of participant ages and measurement occasions, for the specific purpose of predicting mortality risk. This is also the first MLSC evaluation of the cumulative predictive power of multiple cognitive abilities in relation to mortality risk.
Cognitive domains included crystallized intelligence (Gc), fluid intelligence (Gf), verbal memory (Mver), visual memory (Mvis), and processing speed (PS). Lifespan decrements were evident across these domains, controlling for baseline performance at age 70 and adjusting for retest effects. These decrements were most pronounced for PS and Mver and least pronounced for Gc (Table 2) 
Domain-Specific Cognition-Survival Relations
Survival analyses conducted independently by cognitive domain (Table 3) showed that, across abilities, higher baseline performance levels (i.e., intercepts at age 70) were predictive of reduced mortality risk in both males and females. Previous researchers similarly observed general patterns of association between mortality risk and levels of In contrast, we observed greater specificity in relations between lifespan decrements (i.e., slopes) in cognitive performance and mortality risk: Only Gf and PS were implicated in significant outcomes. Previous studies linking mortality risk to decrements in PS and/or Gf have also implicated decrements in other abilities, such as vocabulary recognition (Berg, 1987; Bosworth & Schaie, 1999) , fluency (Ghisletta et al., 2006 (Ghisletta et al., , 2008 , verbal declarative memory (Shipley et al., 2007) , and general cognitive performance (Anstey et al., 2001 ).
Nevertheless, variables related to processing speed were found to be the strongest predictors of mortality outcomes in several of these studies.
We observed lifespan decrements in all five cognitive domains, but these decrements were most pronounced for Gf, Mver, and PS when accounting for correlations with baseline performance. It could be argued that specificity of association between cognitive decrements and mortality risk largely depends upon differentiation between abilities that change independently of baseline performance and those that do not. However, this interpretation alone does not adequately explain the weak association observed between decrements in Mver and mortality risk. It may be that decrements in PS and Gf are indicative of systemic pathological processes linked to mortality risk, whereas decrements in Mver reflect insults of a more localized nature with relatively little influence on survival status. However, lacking direct evidence, this remains a point of conjecture.
Cumulative Influence of Cognitive Performance Variables on Mortality Risk
Critically, analyses of the combined influence of cognitive performance variables on mortality risk (Table 4 ), showed that baseline levels of PS (in females) and Gf (in males), and decrements in PS (both in females and in males), accounted for nearly all of the explained variation in mortality risk. In females, Gf decrements also helped to explain variability in mortality risk, but the strength of this association was modest relative to that between PS and survival.
To date, very few studies have examined the cumulative influence of lifespan performance in multiple cognitive abilities as predictive of mortality. Ghisletta et al. (2006) observed that cognitive abilities found to be of significance in domain-specific analyses were no longer significant in joint predictions of mortality risk. In contrast, Shipley et al. (2007) evaluated three cognitive abilities as joint predictors of mortality risk and found their effects to be additive. Despite their differences, these outcomes both suggest a general pattern of relations between cognitive decrements and mortality risk.
The current results contrast with these earlier findings in that we observe greater specificity in relations between cognitive performance and mortality risk: Processing speed is shown to be of particular importance in predicting mortality risk. This result is similar to that of Deary and Der (2005), who found that reaction time (RT) and general fluid intelligence, assessed at age 56 years, were independently predictive of mortality risk up to age 70 years but that RT performance dominated fluid intelligence in joint predictions of survival.
However, the current outcomes extend beyond those from these earlier studies: We find that baseline ability and lifespan declines both contribute significant explanatory information in joint predictions of mortality risk, and sex appears to moderate the dimensionality of association between cognitive decrements and mortality risk. These are novel results.
Processing Speed and Mortality Risk in Light of Recent Brain Imaging Research
Scientific interest in mental processing efficiency can be traced back to the roots of psychology as a field of empirical research (Cattell, 1890; Galton, 1890) . Nevertheless, the role of processing speed within an explanatory account of cognitive aging, and by extension of survival, remains ambiguous. It has long been thought that processing speed may reflect the general integrity of the nervous system (Deary, Der, & Ford, 2001; Deary et al., 2010; Neubauer, 1997) , and processing speed has been shown to be more sensitive than other cognitive abilities to the effects of age (Ellias, Robbins, & Ellias, 1996; Schaie, 1989; Verhaeghen and Salthouse, 1997) .
Recently, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies have demonstrated that
compromises to the structural integrity of cerebral white matter (WM) are associated with lower levels of processing speed (see reviews by Madden, Bennett, & Song, 2009; Madden et al., 2012) and fluid intelligence (Haász et al., 2013) , even after statistically controlling for white matter loss due to lesions and general atrophy (Vernooij et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, several DTI studies have shown that age-related decrements in WM microstructure integrity are closely linked to age-related decrements in both processing speed and in fluid abilities (i.e., reasoning, cognitive flexibility) but not to decrements in fluency, memory, or visuospatial processing (Borghesani et al., 2013; Lövden et al., 2014; Madden et al., 2009 ).
These reports are consistent with the currently observed outcomes implicating decrements in processing speed and fluid intelligence as differentially predictive of mortality risk.
Previously, Rabbitt et al. (2007) obtained magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans from 65 healthy individuals in the larger MLSC participant pool in order to examine relations between white matter lesion prevalence (WMLP), age, and cognitive performance. This investigation revealed that WMLP accounted for nearly all of the age-related variation in processing speed but none of the age-related variation in fluid intelligence. The authors concluded that relations between systemic neurological changes and higher-order cognitive abilities (e.g., fluid intelligence) are not solely mediated by changes in processing speed, as has previously been theorized (e.g., Salthouse, 1991 Salthouse, , 1996 .
The Rabbitt et al. (2007) analysis was based on cross-sectional assessment and did not incorporate sex or mortality risk as variables, which limits interpretation of the current outcomes with respect to these earlier findings. Nevertheless, in light of associations between PS and WMLP reported by Rabbitt et al. (2007) , and given the strength of relations observed between PS and mortality risk in the current study, we speculate that cognitive markers of white matter integrity (such as PS) may be particularly accurate as indicators of mortality risk. We concur that it would be a mistake to assume that processing speed mediates relations between age/pathology and higher-order cognitive abilities -despite the observation that PS accounts for most of the variation in mortality risk explained by cognitive performance. Such a statement runs the risk of confounding effect size (i.e., sensitivity to mortality risk) with relational specificity (i.e., changes in processing speed as causally determinant of changes in other abilities -for which we have no direct evidence).
Sex Differences in Cognition-Survival Relations
Relations between cognitive performance and mortality risk were largely consistent across sexes in analyses conducted independently by cognitive domain. However, analyses in which cognitive variables were incorporated as joint predictors of mortality risk showed that, in females, relations between baseline performance and mortality risk were most evident with respect to PS, whereas in males, relations between baseline performance and mortality risk were most evident with respect to Gf. Furthermore, in females, decrements in both PS and Gf were found to jointly predict mortality risk, whereas in males, only decrements in PS were linked to mortality risk. Thus, in males, Gf and PS appear to be mutually exclusive as predictors of survival, and their relative predictive strength appears to be defined by temporal specification (i.e., Gf is stronger at baseline, and PS is stronger as a lifespan decrement). In contrast, for females, the influences of lifespan decrements in Gf and PS can be distinguished, and thus combined, to more accurately predict mortality risk.
In other words, the dimensionality of relations between cognitive decrements and survival may be more complex in women than in men. There is evidence to suggest that, on average, women experience a more prolonged decline in cognitive function than do men in the years approaching death (Gerstorf et al., 2013; Moen, 1996) . It may be that such prolonged decline makes it easier to identify non-overlapping variation in cognitive abilities such that cognition-survival relations appear more nuanced in women than in men during this period of life. Whether these differences between the sexes can be further explained by genetic, social, and/or environmental variables remains an open question -and one which we are unable to address in the context of the current investigation.
From a methodological perspective, studies of cognition-survival relations have rarely reported sex-specific analyses for both men and women (Bosworth & Schaie, 1999; Batty, Deary, & Gottfredson, 2007) . Rather, sex has usually been included as statistical covariate, which would require the proportional hazards' assumption to hold. Indeed, we were unable to identify a single report of cognition-survival relations in which the statistical assumption of proportionality in the mortality hazard functions for males and females was assessed prior to combining information from both sexes. In our opinion, the failure to evaluate this important assumption of proportional hazards prior to pooling information in Cox PH survival analyses is an omnipresent and potentially serious problem in empirical studies of psychology, aging, and mortality (cf. also Fox, 2002) . The current findings indicate that neglect of this point is tantamount to biasing research outcomes concerning sexdependent differences in cognition-survival relations.
Socio-Economic Advantage and Survival
We observed some evidence of association between SEA and survival (p = .04) in the pooled data, but the predictive significance of SEA was substantially reduced when grouping analyses by females (pSEA = .23) and by males (pSEA = .13). Thus, sex appears to account for much of the predictive utility of SEA when the latter is assessed as occupational status.
Furthermore, in these same data, Rabbitt et al. (2008a) previously observed that SEA was predictive of differences in fluid intelligence, verbal learning, and vocabulary.
Given these earlier outcomes, we chose to conduct follow-up exploratory analyses to assess SEA as predictive of intercepts and slopes for each cognitive domain, controlling for sex, city, and age at induction. Consistent with the earlier findings, SEA was again found linked to baseline ability across domains. However, relations between SEA and cognitive decrements were weak. Thus, at baseline, cognitive ability appears to mediate the relation between SEA and mortality risk. Had we assessed SEA during youth, we may have observed evidence of direct relations between SEA and mortality risk, as noted in prior reports (Hemmingson, Melin, Allebeck, & Lundberg, 2006; Kuh, Richards, Hardy, Butterworth, & Wadsworth, 2004; Nagi & Stockwell, 1973) .
Along these lines, we found that baseline levels of crystallized intelligence (Gc), but not longitudinal changes in Gc, were significantly predictive of survival status (in the absence of other cognitive predictors). This suggests that the explanatory value of Gc may hinge on its serving as a proxy for educational attainment, SEA, and, by extension, to healthrelated behaviors and/or reduced exposure to environmental hazards. Causal relations between SEA, education, and intelligence remain largely unresolved (Deary, 2008) ; however, links between these variables and changes in health-promoting behaviors warrant further investigation (Anstey et al., 2006 (Anstey et al., , 2009 .
Limitations
Across analyses, we found that the processing speed factor (PS) was most closely linked to mortality risk, and this factor comprised measures based on visual search, semantic processing, and digit-symbol substitution. Deary, Allerhand, and Der (2009) With respect to analytical methods, statistical adjustment for repeated exposure (i.e., "retest effects") remains a contested topic (e.g., Hoffman, Hofer, & Sliwinski, 2011) ; however, results from previously published MLSC analyses (Ghisletta et al., 2012; Rabbitt et al., 2011) indicated the presence of retest effects within these data. We therefore adjusted for re-test effects with a methodology widely used in the literature (cf., Ferrer, Salthouse, McArdle, Stewart, & Schwartz, 2005; McArdle, Prescott, Hamagami, & Horn, 1998) . In general, the inclusion of retest effects reduced estimates for fixed intercepts and slopes; however, adjustment for retesting had little influence on estimates of random effects. We therefore believe that our decision to adjust for retest effects in estimates of cognitive performance had little influence on subsequent analyses.
Additionally, joint growth/survival models may generate less biased estimates than do two-step approaches. However, joint growth/survival models typically incorporate a single predictor variable, whereas we examined five processes as concurrent predictors of survival. Ghisletta (2008) previously modeled two simultaneous processes in a joint growth/survival framework, but the analysis proved technically difficult. Because we analyzed five processes, we were forced to adopt a two-step approach in estimating multiprocess/survival relations.
Also, estimates of longitudinal changes in cognitive abilities incorporated data from several individuals with dementia. In general, we did not exclude individuals from the analyses based on neurophysiological conditions. This was by design: We aim to more thoroughly investigate health and lifestyle influences on cognition-survival relations in the near future. As of 2008, only nine of 2819 participants (0.3%) from Manchester were reported to have dementia (Rabbitt et al., 2008b) . We lack the number of Newcastle participants with dementia, but 11 cases would be predicted in that sample if similarly prevalent. Therefore, we suspect that dementia is not likely to provide a convincing account of the observed relations between cognitive performance and mortality risk in the current study.
Summary
The primary outcomes from this study indicate (a) that lifespan decrements in cognitive performance (between 42 and 97 years of age) account for variability in mortality risk above and beyond that explained by baseline cognitive performance (at age 70 years), (b) that baseline cognitive performance is linked to mortality risk in a relatively general way, whereas greater specificity is present in relations between lifespan decrements in cognitive performance and mortality risk (significant relations implicated decrements in processing speed and fluid intelligence), (c) that processing speed and, to a lesser extent, fluid intelligence, are most strongly predictive of mortality risk, and (d) Note: For each domain, log-likelihood tests were applied sequentially, starting with the full model and first removing linear slope followed by intercept. Gc = crystallized intelligence. Gf = fluid intelligence. Mver = verbal memory. Mvis = visual memory. PS = processing speed. I = intercept, or baseline performance centered at age 70. lS = linear slope. qS = quadratic slope. β = standardized estimate of effect on survival hazard. HR = hazard ratio, scaled to correspond to a change of 1SD in the predictor. Age at induction and Cohort were included as stratification criteria in these analyses. * p < .01 
